
Serene 
Panel Heaters 
that will 
forever enhance 
your living 
environment!

Silent Element 
System 

Introducing

This combination of product development, design and 
quality has underpinned the success of Serene living and 
our brand’s continued growth.

We want our Serene panels to deliver for many years 
and our engineers have designed our new ‘ZETTO’ Silent 
Element System to improve both the performance 
and longevity by employing the latest technological 
developments.

Serene Silent ‘ZETTO’ Panels can be used anywhere 
including bathrooms. They are fully approved to 
the latest international and SAA standards and our 
production meets all ISO 9002 quality standards.

We believe in our Serene panels superior quality and 
we fully support and stand by them with a 10-year 
replacement warranty. 

Our range of beautiful Panel Heaters feature our new 
innovative ‘ZETTO’ Silent Element System designed 
with care and attention to detail to deliver warmth and 
comfort for many years.

FOR ALL COMMERCIAL DOMESTIC AND HOSPITALITY APPLICATIONS 
SERENE  ‘ZETTO’ SILENT PANEL HEATERS ARE THE BEST CHOICE…

www.serene-ind.com



CLIMA Advanced Cutting- Edge Dual Infrared + Radiation Convection 
panels designed specifically to deliver a controlled infrared 
‘soft’ heat together with conventional radiant heat.

QUALITY DESIGN
‘Clima, a discreet elegant and sleek design featuring ‘Zetto’ Silent Element System. Select gentle, diffused heating that 
makes every room feel warm and cosy. ‘Clima’ delivers your desired temperature with spot-on precision and also saves 
on energy consumption.

TWO HEATING SYSTEMS
Two heating systems working together…
Infrared radiation and conventional convection 
guarantee continuous, even emission of heat, creating 
a pleasant, embracing sensation, without draughts or 
unwanted circulating air.

TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT
The user-friendly keypad with LCD screen allows 
you to adjust the temperature with great precision, 
never straying from your desired comfort level. The 
temperature that you have set is always displayed on the 
backlit screen.

PRESENCE SENSOR
‘Clima’ is fitted with an infrared sensor that detects 
your presence and guarantees the desired temperature, 
lowering slightly the temperature when room is 
uncopied.

‘Clima’s user-friendly keypad, allows you to adjust the 
temperature in any room with great precision. Checking 
what is ‘the real temperature in the room’ at any given 
moment. 

A consumption display indicates the energy efficiency 
of the set temperature and the intuitive instant 
consumption indicator keeps everything under control to 
optimise- the energy saving.

STAND-BY MODE
‘Clima’ can automatically switch to stand-by mode 
if a window or outside door is accidently left open - 
minimising consumption and optimising comfort.

INFRARED HEAT
‘Clima’ Dual - Therm heat is a soft infrared together with 
powerful convection heating element that integrates this 
unique technology.

‘Clima’ technology incorporates everything you need 
to optimise your energy consumption.

Model S2030-31
1100 or 2200 watts



Model S2026-27
1000 or 2000 watts

INTIMO These beautiful ‘Intimo’ Panel Heaters feature ‘ZETTO’ our new 
Silent Element System that will deliver silent warmth and comfort for 
many years.

ADVANCED ‘ECO’ PROGRAMME
Reduces the wattage 50% by touching the ‘eco’ button, reducing the power consumption on those ‘not so cold’ days
or when just a warm background heat is needed.

THE BEST SOLUTION
‘Intimo’ are the ultimate affordable panel heaters for 
Commercial, Domestic and Hospitality environments and 
they can be programmed weeks ahead. They are also 
perfect for Offices, Retirement villages, etc... and are the 
best Home Heating solutions.

PERFECT HEAT CONTROL
‘Intimo’s electronic fully programmable intuitive touch 
controls with LCD screen will deliver perfectly controlled 
heat to even the largest rooms and maintain a room 
temperature as high as 29 degrees if required.

FLEXIBLE CONTROL
The electronic control can be programmed to turn on 
and off up to four times a day no high or low heat setting 
or the money saving program.

SPLASHPROOF
IP 23 rating makes these elegant heaters suitable for any 
room including bathrooms and laundries.

ASTHMA SAFE
We have designed downward-pointing air outlets that 
greatly reduce dust build-up making safer for children 
and the elderly.

OUTSTANDING QUALITY
We designed, engineered and manufactured these 
Serene ‘Intimo’ Heating Panels in our own factory to 
ensure that the quality and features deliver unsurpassed 
warmth and comfort to your home.

HAND FINISHED
Our white powder coated panels are hand finished to 
ensure a deeper long lasting lustrous finish.

The simple yet elegant design (updated for 2018) and the 
top mounted controls make ‘Intimo’ the perfect solution.



PRIMO Our most popular Panel Heater offers simple top mounted and 
ergonomically designed Manual Controls plus also our new 
‘Zetto’ Silent Element System.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
We strive for the highest standards in quality, design and 
engineering when designing, developing and tooling the 
‘Zetto’ Silent Element System which employs the latest 
cutting-edge materials. 

DESIGNED TO LAST
‘Primo’ and ‘Intimo’ ranges are uniquely our own 
products manufactured in our own factory. Every Serene 
product is engineered to last and can be depended on 
to deliver efficient warmth and comfort in your home or 
business for many years.

PERFECT FOR LARGE OR SMALL ROOMS
There is a ‘Primo’ model to suit every room size and our 
advanced heat control will maintain a temperature of 
up to 29 degrees in even large rooms*. We are forever 
looking to improve Serene products and have made 
important yet subtle design improvements for 2018 that 
enhance both performance and outlook.

Serene Industries Limited reserves the right to alter both specifications and detail without notice.  Errors and omission excepted (E&OE). *refer to our online Serene Heating Guide

SPECIFICATIONS

Wattage 1000 / 20001100 / 2200 1000 / 2000

Voltage 230 - 240 230 - 240 230 - 240

Size (cm)
L79 H50.5 D2.5
L124 H50.4 D2.5

L46 H40 D10
L83 H40 D10

L46 H40 D10
L83 H40 D10

IP Rating IP 24 IP 22 IP 22

CLIMA
S2030 / S2031

INTIMO
S2026 / S2027

PRIMO
S2024 / S2025

‘Primo’ is designed to efficiently heat both large and 
small spaces that needs consistent controlled heating.

Model S2024-25
1000 or 2000 watts

Fast and easy to install using our simple and strong clip 
on wall bracket.

EASY INSTALLATION

We are forever looking to improve Serene products and 
have made important yet subtle design improvements for 
2018 that enhance both performance and outlook.

NEW FOR 2018

www.serene-ind.com



SCIOLTO New for 2018 - Recessed Wall Mounted Fan Heater with Brushless 
6000 rpm motor and Whisper Quiet Tangential fan.

QUIET, REFINED, EFFICIENT AND STRONGLY CONSTRUCTED 
Our new efficient and quiet tangential fan delivers greater air flow and the adjustable thermostat always ensures the 
perfect temperature in large or small spaces. This beautiful and elegant heater will enhance any décor be it traditional 
or cutting-edge minimalist.

EFFICIENT
For all Commercial, Domestic and Hospitality applications 
the beautiful and super efficient ‘Sciolto’ is the best 
choice…

STRONG ALL METAL CONSTRUCTION
Engineered to deliver a lifetime of quiet comfort even in 
heavy use commercial areas.

SKOPE REPLACEMENT
Fits into most Skope recessed heater cavities allowing 
easy replacement and installation.

QUALITY
Designed and precession engineered in our own factory 
from high quality, advanced long-lasting materials.

VERSATILE
IP 23 construction with automatic safety cut-out allows 
‘Sciolto’ to be installed in all indoor environments – 
including bathrooms, changing rooms and laundries.

POWERFUL
The powerful 2400-watt output will quickly warm even 
the largest rooms and meeting spaces and also features 
our automatic safety cut-out system.

‘Sciolto’ is the perfect choice when instant even fan 
forced heat is required.

ELEGANT DESIGN
The refined and stylish design seamlessly blends into 
any room and instantly provides superior warmth and 
comfort at the push of a button.

CLEVER
Pop-out controls that retract to give a flush and 
elegant outlook while seamlessly controlling the room 
temperature.

Model S2059
2400 or 1200 watts



OPTIMA This advanced electronic surface mounted heater uses 
our 6000 rpm brushless motor to deliver unmatched 
performance and reliability.

OUR BEST FAN HEATER
We have created ‘Optima’ a new and better fan forced surface mount ‘Electronic’ Space Heater with Tangential Fan to 
deliver greater heat output with significantly less noise than other wall mounted fan heaters.

SIMPLE TOUCH PANEL CONTROL SYSTEM
Makes it simple to programme the three hour 
countdown timer and set the integrated electronic 
thermostat control and heat combination.

DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED BY SERENE
These Serene space heaters are designed for a lifetime of 
constant use and manufactured in our own factory from 
high quality, long lasting materials.

SUPER SAFE
All metal construction from long lasting high quality 
materials plus the many additional safety features 
makes ‘Optima’ the ultimate choice.

ADVANCED
‘Optima’ with its powerful Brushless Motor, quiet 
Tangential Fan and advanced electronic control system 
will heat (or cool) both large and small spaces to the 
perfect temperature. ‘Probably the worlds’ most 
advanced wall mounted fan heater’.

VERSATILE
Simply select any combination of the 10 heat and airflow 
settings or the 5 powerful cold settings or ‘Frost Watch’ – 
total comfort for all seasons.

POWERFUL
This very powerful space heater with a choice of 10 speeds 
and heat settings is ideal for Hotels, Offices, Libraries, 
Doctor’s waiting rooms or in fact anywhere that needs 
powerful yet controlled heating at the touch of a button.

HONG KONG
t: +852 2325 3209
f: +852 2325 3166

info@serene-ind.com

NEW ZEALAND
t: +64 (3) 344 5550

Free f: 0800 437 264
nzenquiry@serene-ind.com

AUSTRALIA
t: +61 (3) 8354 4133

info@serene-ind.com
www.serene-ind.com

UNITED KINGDOM
t: +44 01924 497794

ukinfo@serene-ind.com
www.serene-ind.com

For all Commercial, Domestic and Hospitality 
applications  Serene Wall Mounted Fan Heaters are 
the best choice for controlled instant heat.

S2055
2400 watts /10 heats and speeds


